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I grew up in the 1950’s in Oak Ridge, TN.  After my younger brother was born in 

1952 as a 7-month preemie, my mother quit working full time to stay home with 

us.  She had made most of my clothes since I was born in 1950.  I was so small, 

she had to modify doll patterns to get the clothes to fit me.  She used the same 

treadle sewing machine she had learned on as a young teenager, so it was a big 

deal when, in 1963, she bought a brand new Singer electric sewing machine.  This 

is the machine I sewed on after taking 8th grade Home Economic sewing class.  

Having seen my mother sew my entire life, I was not intimidated by the thought 

of sewing.  In those days, many women sewed their own clothing, as well as many 

clothes for their children.  From then on, I made most of my own clothes, except 

for the especially  “dressy” clothes, which my mom still created for me.  A job 

opportunity for my father at NASA brought us here in 1965.  It was quite a culture 

change from Tennessee! 

I continued to sew my clothes while at undergraduate school (University of 

Maryland), having been given a portable Singer sewing machine for my high 

school graduation.  When I moved to Iowa for chiropractic college in 1980, I rarely 

sewed, other than clothing repairs for myself and husband Mark.  I was consumed 

with keeping up with my studies and later, passing the various national board 

exams required for graduation. 

When we returned to Maryland after graduating, other than the occasional 

sewing or mending tasks, I was still too busy to sew.  Between taking state boards, 

working part time as a hospital medical transcriptionist, and setting up my 

chiropractic practice, I had no extra time or mental space for sewing. 

For several years, I had considered taking a quilting class, and in the late 1980’s I 

met Jeannie Benson at a Glen Echo folk/craft festival.  She was an incredible 

teacher, having the rare combination of artistic “leakiness” and project 

organization.  I took all of her classes and started making small wall hangings and 

baby quilts, all by hand!  After ten or so of these hand sewn quilts, I decided I 

needed to switch to machine piecing and quilting.  Over the years, I’ve done 

approximately 75 quilts, most small wall hangings and baby quilts.  I’ve also made 



larger lap quilts as college graduation quilts for various nieces and nephews, after 

realizing that hiring someone to long arm quilt them is the answer to my major 

dislike of the actual quilting part.  I’m especially proud of a full-size bed quilt I 

machine pieced (and quilted with much furniture rearranging in my small sewing 

room!) for a good friend who is a musician.  This was in 2004, right after we 

produced with him a jazz CD that won a Washington WAMMIE award that same 

year. 

I first discovered the Needlechasers guild at their show in 2008.  The quilts were 

stunning and the guild members very friendly.  I still had my chiropractic practice, 

but was off on Wednesdays.  The guild meetings were on Wednesday and the 

meetings were very close by, so I joined in 2008 and have never regretted it. 

Although I mostly make quilts from a pattern, I am also interested in exploring 

more art and modern quilt directions. 

I particularly enjoy the breadth of styles of our guild members, and I have learned 

a great deal from many of these talented members.  I enjoy the camaraderie, 

enthusiasm and support of all of the members.  Between the biannual show, our 

monthly “show and tell”, and our amazing speakers and workshop leaders, I am 

constantly inspired.   


